BOOK, DOCUMENT & MICROFORM SCANNERS AND SUPPLIES

Creating and maintaining archive and digital records requires equipment and software that is precise, efficient and reliable. For that reason, Crowley manufactures and distributes only the finest capture, processing and duplicating equipment, having proven in the field and in our own digitization operations that quality always provides the highest return on investment.

HIGH-QUALITY, HIGH-VOLUME DIGITIZATION SERVICES

For digitization projects requiring image quality expertise, diverse media knowledge and/or production efficiency, Crowley’s imaging services division offers the digital capture of archive and records in-house or on-site as budget, material condition and security requirements allow.

COMPREHENSIVE PROJECT AND PRODUCT SUPPORT

The Crowley Company’s professional experience represents a one-of-a-kind “concentrated diversity.” For more than four decades, our expertise has been singularly focused on archival and records preservation and digitization. Our diversity as a manufacturer, service bureau and technical services firm within that focus gives us unique insight into all phases of digitization from beginning to end, allowing us to partner in a way others cannot.

MANUFACTURED BRANDS

• Crowley
• Mekel Technology
• Wicks and Wilson

DISTRIBUTED BRANDS

• Avision
• Digitech Systems
• IMAGELINK
• InoTec
• Qidenus
• Zeutschel

ADVANTAGES

• In-house image specialists trained in FADGI, Metamorfoze and ISO quality parameters
• Premier capture systems via exclusive in-house manufacturing and distribution channels
• Microfilm image hosting
• Low operator turnover

DIVERSE MEDIA EXPERIENCE

• Archival preservation
• Graphic arts
• Paper
• Microform
• Bound-books
• Large format

SUPPORT SERVICES

• Collection assessment and digital project preparation
• Custom manufacturing

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

• Installation
• Training
• Color accuracy services
• Equipment inspections
• Emergency repair
• Parts and supplies

www.thecrowleycompany.com
“As owners of a variety of Mekel and Zeutschel scanners, we have found Crowley’s equipment to be top-of-the-line and their post-sale service exceptional.”

– Jim Modrall, Vice President, BMI Imaging Systems

“Crowley has earned the respect of our publishers who feel confident sending their one-of-a-kind materials to the bureau. That confidence is translating into tremendous growth for SmallTownPapers.”

– Paul Jeffko, SmallTownPapers